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CHAPTER I 

INTRODUCTION 

The World Wide Web has expanded rapidly. Web 1.0 is the first 

generation of the web technology which is static and enables users to have 

instantaneous access to a large diversity of knowledge items. The second generation of 

the web technology is Web 2.0 that is dynamic. The principal technology is a defined 

intersection of web application features that simplify information sharing, user-centered 

design, interoperability, and collaboration on the website. In addition, Web 2.0 allows 

users to collaborate and interact with one another. Users in a social media system can 

create contents in a virtual community, namely, social networking sites, social 

bookmarking sites, web personalization, and folksonomies. The bibliographic social 

bookmarking system which is a huge web archive of research papers portrays a typical 

example of hard to retrieve the desired search results. Thus, some forms of efficient 

management systems must be devised to assist users in searching and retrieval. 

This dissertation deals with indexing and personalized re-ranking with 

bibliographic social bookmarking. The aim of this dissertation is to enhance search 

results of research papers with the inclusion of personalized re-ranking criterion and to 

design mechanisms to solve the search problem. Details on problem identification and 

motivation, research objectives, scope of the study, definitions of the research 

terminology, and expected outcomes will be elucidated subsequently. 

1.1 Problem Identification and Motivation 
At present, trends of using the internet to look for information are 

increasing, especially, searching which employs search engines and social 

bookmarking. These can facilitate researchers to explore various related areas of 

research. Searching on social bookmarking systems is increasingly popular which allow 

users to share content with one another. However, search results obtained from 

bibliographic social bookmarking systems are not relevant for user query. The reason 
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may be because most of bibliographic social bookmarking systems use tags only for 

representing academic paper contents such as indexing and user profile. This can 

imply that using tag alone may not be sufficient to represent such voluminous 

information. Consequently, it is interesting to investigate how well a set of tags used as 

paper indices that link to academic papers on bibliographic social bookmarking can 

contribute to search results.  

This research tries to improve search results for bibliographic social 

bookmarking by creating user profiles and applying other factors to adjust search 

results ranking. The main focus of research involves three challenges. First, the use of 

social tagging to get potential indexing of bibliographic searching is investigated and 

three heuristic indexing methods are developed: tagging information only indexing 

method (T), title and abstract indexing method (TA), and tagging with title and abstract 

(TTA), respectively. Second, combining the query-independent ranking or static ranking 

of bibliographic social bookmarking system such as priority of paper, posted paper 

timestamp, year of publication, and number of groups containing the posted paper, with 

query dependent ranking for more relevant search results. Finally, personalized           

re-ranking using user profile is created. Each user profile is built from the information 

being obtained from posted papers such as tag, title, abstract, etc. The system makes 

all necessary adjustment of ranking search results by matching the terms in the user 

profile with those in each document search results. Moreover, the performance of the 

system can be improved by additional factors that may affect the user relevancy.   

This research will further enhance the performance of similarity ranking 

based on potential index of personalized re-ranking with the native bibliographic social 

bookmarking. Discovering how to improve the competency of these bibliographic 

searching will help researchers develop bibliographic social bookmarking that meets 

the users’ requirements.  
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1.2 Research Objectives 
The objectives are as follows: 

1. To improve relevancy of search results of social bibliographic 

searching. 

2. To design and develop the potential indexing scheme for social 

bibliographic searching. 

3. To enhance the effectiveness of search results for personalized      

re-ranking.  

1.3 Scope of the Study 
The scope of work encompasses the following areas: 

1. This work concentrates on social bibliographic bookmarking. 

2. The data set are collected from CiteULike. 

3. The subjects for this experiment are experts in the field of 

information technology, computer science, and related disciplines. 

4. The issue on polysemy is discarded.  

 
1.4 Problem Statements  
 Problem1:  How can one create the potential indexing for research paper 

searching on bibliographic social bookmarking systems? 

 Problem2:  How can one combine the potential index with query independent 

ranking? 

 Problem3:  How can one discover the tasks to enhance the effectiveness of 

personalized re-ranking for research paper obtained from 

bibliographic social bookmarking systems? 

1.5 Research Contribution 
The expected outcomes will be as follows: 

1. An effective indexing scheme for research paper searching. 

2. A framework for personalized re-ranking.  
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3. Enhancement of the performance efficiency for the 

personalized re-ranking.  

1.6 Related Definitions  

Indexing is the process of creating indexes for record collections 

which is a list of words and associated pointers to where useful material relating to that 

heading can be found in a document [1].  

Static ranking (Query-independent ranking or static features) is one of 

ranking technique that measure the quality of document. This ranking is independent 

from the user query and may be used to compute document's static quality score [2-3]. 

Similarity ranking (Query-dependent ranking or dynamic features) is one 

of ranking technique that measures a match between user query and document 

indexing. This ranking is dependent from the user query such as TF-IDF score.  

Personalized re-ranking is a one ranking technique that creates user 

profiles in a second step, after evaluating the corpus ranked through non-personalized 

scores [4].  

1.7 Organization of the Dissertation 
The rest of this dissertation is organized in five sections as follows. 

Chapter 2 recounts some the related work and basic knowledge such as information 

retriev5al process, top-K retrieval, relevance feedback. Chapter 3 discusses the 

research processes encompassing problem formulation in mathematical terms, namely, 

objective function and constraints.  Chapter 4 summarizes the experiment and results. 

Chapter 5 concludes the study and suggests appropriate future work. 
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CHAPTER  II 

 LITERATURE REVIEW 

 This chapter provides literature review on types of bibliographic social 

bookmarking systems, personalization ranking techniques, and some basic knowledge 

in this research area such as information retrieval process, Top-K retrieval, and 

evaluation methods.  

2.1 Related Literature  

The attention in online web sharing applications has been increasing with 

the growth of web 2.0. Social bookmarking might have the most potential as web 2.0 

tools can be utilized in academic papers to benefit their users and improve their 

services. Several services focus on document sharing services. CiteULike [5] is a social 

bookmarking that helps researchers, scientists, and academic members store, share, 

get links to academic papers, and organize. Connotea [6] is a discharge online 

reference management for all scientists and researchers. BibSonomy [7] is a web 

application system for sharing bookmarks based on publication entries at the same 

time. Those systems allow users to post research paper that are of interest.  

CiteULike is an integrated traditional bibliographic management tool and 

web-based social bookmarking service. This application has a flexible filing system 

based on tags [8]. These tags can produce interesting new categories that provide a 

quick, open, and user-defined classification model. CiteULike is a discharge web service 

since November 2004. Like many successful application tools, as of November 30,  

there are approximately 6,485,760 articles, 2012. Figure 2.1 and 2.2 show the interface 

of CiteULike. 
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Figure 2.1 :   The CiteULike homepage. 

 

 
Figure 2.2 :   The CiteULike search results. 

 

Connotea is a discharge online bibliographic for scientists and clinicians  

[6] and is one of social bookmarking tools, similar to BibSonomy and CiteULike, where 

users can save links to their favorite websites. Connotea was created in December 

2004. Figure 2.3 and 2.4 show the interface of Connotea. 
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Figure 2.3 :   The Connotea homepage. 

 

 
Figure 2.4 :   The Connotea search results. 

 
BibSonomy is a publication-sharing system and social bookmarking. This 

website proposes to combine the features of bookmarking systems as well as team-

oriented publication management. This system supports the unification of different 

communities by offering a social platform for literature exchange and offers users the 

ability to organize and store their bookmarks. Figure 2.5 and 2.6 show the interface of 

BibSonomy. 
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Figure 2.5 :   The BibSonomy homepage. 

 

 
Figure 2.6 :   The BibSonomy search results. 

Table 2.1: Service comparison and information of three academic paper sharing 

systems. 
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CiteULike √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ 
Connotea √ √ √ √ - √ √ √ 
BibSonomy √ √ √ √ √ √ √ √ 
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Comparison of services and information provided by the three academic 

paper sharing system are shown in Table 2.1. Apparently, most of the services and 

information provided in CiteULike, Connotea, and BibSonomy are similar. However, 

minor information on paper priority in Connotea system does not exist. 

Many researches related to the social bibliographic searching focus on 

enhancing the capability of academic searching. Thus, users of bibliographic social 

bookmarking systems can cite the papers of their interest. Researches in the search 

area that are similar to CiteULike [9 -13] have been carried out extensively.  

The primary goal of bibliographic social bookmarking is to serve the tags 

of each web resource and the needs of individual user to link with academic research 

papers under a specific circumstance. The systems should also facilitate other users to 

browse, find items, and categorize. The users then return to the original web page 

where they can resume working. The tags can also be used to represent academic 

paper contents, information discovered, shared, and community ranking of the items 

found. However, search results from these bibliographic social bookmarking are still not 

good for user relevance. There is the need for users in both social network and social 

bookmaking systems to post tags and details of user interest for cross-referencing. 

Systems of collaborative tagging have recently appeared as tools to structure user-

generated content and online databases. Several researchers attempt to study the 

advantages of social tagging which users post such as collaborative tagging systems. 

Structural analysis of this tagging presents a dynamic model which can predict a stable 

pattern. Such stability demonstrates that tagged bookmarks may be valuable in 

aggregate as well as individual applications [14]. As tags become “meaningful” for 

searching, the tagging process is influenced by tag suggestions [15], which can 

improve retrieval performance [16], [17]. However, tags cannot only improve the search 

effectiveness [18], but also support knowledge discovery [19].  

Users of bibliographic social bookmarking systems can cite papers of 

their interest. Further, the system will collect the information of each paper known as a 

user bookmarking such as bibliographic social bookmarking systems. This information 
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includes year of publication, paper posted time, priority of paper, number of groups 

contained the posted paper, number of users contained the posted paper, URL, etc. 

This is interesting to investigate how these factors may affect on improving search result 

ranking of bibliographic social bookmarking. 

  The classical Retrieval [20] finds documents corresponding to the user 

query. The documents with more similar content to the query will be selected as more 

relevant search results. In other words, their algorithms usually work based on matching 

words which appear in documents. A prominent example of the content based on 

ranking algorithms is TF-IDF [21]. Any research communities have hypothesized that 

focusing on per-user search results by using important parameters or factors to adjust 

ordering. The ranking function for each user affects result rankings that may improve 

individual’s relevant. User information can be specified by the user (explicitly collected) 

or can be automatically learned from a user’s historical activities (implicitly collected). 

Bao et al. [22] proposed SocialSimRank and SocialPageRank to improve the web 

search with data on del.icio.us. Hotho et al. [23] suggested FolkRank that was a ranking 

algorithm based on PageRank, resources, and tags on del.icio.us altogether, and left 

the relative importance between resources clear. 

Many bibliographic social bookmarking systems have been designed to 

work using query-dependent ranking (similarity ranking). This ranking focuses on 

improving the order of search results being returned to the users by measuring match 

between the content of the web resource and query terms. Various approaches in 

ranking the results have been studied such as static ranking and indexing method. 

Query-independent ranking (static ranking) is important to measuring the quality of 

retrieved documents for a search engine.  

In recent years, personalized ranking has been employed in searching 

area as the result of several researches in the personalized ranking literature. First is 

automatically learning user preference with requiring implicit user intervention    [24-27]. 

Next, lists of queries can be used to make statements about a user preference given 

their relative ordering and click-through data in either related queries or the current one 
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[28]. Zareh et al. [29] enhanced A3CRank method based on click-through, the content, 

and connectivity. The algorithm outperforms other combination ranking algorithms such 

as ranking SVM in terms of P@n and NDCG metrics. Dou et al. [30] used click-through 

data experiment for personalization and found that the use of personalization was highly 

dependent on ambiguity of the query. If the query was highly specific, then 

personalization was likely to have a negative effect on the results. This suggested that 

any deployed personalization system would need to estimate the ambiguity in the query 

so as to apply personalization only when it was likely to improve the results. However, 

some researches learn user’s preference by requiring explicit answer from the user [31] 

and applied feature to improve ranking. Berberich et al. [32] suggested T-rank that was 

a link analysis approach by taking into account the activity and temporal freshness 

aspects. As such,T-rank results can enhance the quality of ranking. 

Most personalized ranking algorithms are based on generated user 

profiles. A user profile stores approximations of user tastes, preferences and interests.  

 

 
Figure 2.7:   Personalized search system. 
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Techniques for personalized searching systems are shown in Figure 2.7. 

The systems compose of two parts: the first part is techniques to create the model of 

personalization and the second part is techniques to construct user profile, aka profiler. 

Figure 2.8 to 2.10 show the model of personalized search systems [4] consisting of 

three processes, namely, personalized retrieval process, re-ranking, and query 

modification. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2.8 :   Personalized in part of retrieval process. 
 
Personalized retrieval process: the ranking is a unified process wherein 

user profiles are employed to score Web contents. The first technique provides the 

traditional ranking system that can be directly adapted to include personalization. 
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Figure 2.9 :   Personalized re-ranking. 

 

Re-ranking: Re-ranking documents as suggested by an external system, 

such as a search engine, allows the user to selectively employ personalization 

approaches to increase precision. User profiles take part in the second step after 

evaluating the corpus ranked via non-personalized scores. Many systems implement 

this approach on the client-side where the software connects to a search engine and 

retrieves query results for subsequent local analysis. The analysis is only applied to top 

ranked resources in the list returned by the search engine to avoid downloading non-

candidate documents. The re-ranking approach implemented via client-side software 

can be considerably slow due to delay accessing the search engine and retrieving the 

pages to be evaluated. However, suitable representations of user needs can be 

employed which will improve the personalization performance. 
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Figure 2.10 :   Personalized : query modification. 

 

Query modification: user profiles influence the submitted representation 

of query or the information needs, augmentation or modification. Retrieval takes place 

after profiles can modify the representations of the user needs. For instance, the profile 

may transform them by adding or changing some keywords to better represent the 

needs in the current profile if the user needs are represented by queries. However, user 

profiles affect the ranking only by altering the query representations. The advantage of 

this approach is that the amount of work required to retrieve the results is the same as in 

the un-personalized scenarios.  

Many researchers work with re-ranking process [33] to improve the 

quality of Web searches on social annotations. Four annotation-based ranking methods 

were assessed: Query weighted Popularity Count (QWPC), Matched Tag Count (MTC), 

Popularity Count (PC), and Normalized Matched Tag Count (NMTC) [24], [34]. A general 
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process of  re-ranking is to devise efficient mechanisms to re-order the search result 

ranking using the global importance obtained by personalized ranking criteria. 

Presently, there are two major categories of ranking algorithms based on 

query-dependent ranking (similarity ranking) and query-independent ranking (static 

ranking). In classical information retrieval [20], the system works to find documents 

corresponding to the user query. Some researchers examine static features by focusing 

on relatively simple features of web documents to provide suitable rankings and improve 

search results for social network systems [32], [35-36].  

Personalized ranking has been used to a greater extent in the field of 

searching as a result of several previous works in the personalized ranking literature. 

There are many surveys of personalization. Several researchers are working toward 

automatically learning user preference without requiring explicit user intervention [24], 

[26], [37-39]. Many personalized ranking algorithms are based on generating user 

profiles and user behaviors [40-42]. In addition, the essence of social tagging is applied 

to generate the profile framework [41]. A user profile stores approximation of user tastes, 

interests, and preferences. Many systems implement this approach on the client-side, 

e.g., [24], [26], [42-48]. In personalized search systems, user modeling components 

could affect the search such as link-based personalization score and re-ranking. The 

personaliztion score is computed by using cosine similarity measure between the most 

similar concepts of the user profile and each returned document [26], [46]. This score 

will determine the documents to be returned as search results. The results are then 

given to the user [49].  
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2.2 Theoretical Background 
Web information search is the process of using a web search engine or 

social bookmarking to locate documents that are relevant to a certain user query to fulfill 

the information required. Theoretical models of information retrieval furnish different 

ways in which the IR problem can be formulated and solved. Details will be elucidated in 

the sections that follow. 
 
2.2.1 The Information Retrieval Models 

Three classical models of information retrieval are discussed, namely, 

Boolean, Vector Space, and Probabilistic Models. 

 
  2.2.1.1 Boolean Model 

Boolean Model is one of the oldest and simplest models of Information 

Retrieval. It is based on set theory and Boolean algebra [50]. In this model, each 

document is taken as a bag of index terms. Index terms are simply words or phrases 

from the document that are important to establish the meaning of the document. The 

query is a Boolean algebra expression using and, or, not connectives. The documents 

retrieved are the documents that completely match the given query. Partial matches are 

not retrieved. The retrieved set of documents is not ordered. Hence, the advantages and 

disadvantages of this model are as follows [51]: 

 
Advantages 

• The model is simple, efficient, and easy to implement. 

• The model is very precise in nature. The user exactly gets what is 

specified. 

• The model is still widely used in small scale searches like searching 

emails, files from Local hard drives or in a mid-sized library. 
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Disadvantages 

• The retrieval strategy is based on binary criteria. So partial matches 

are not retrieved. Only those documents that exactly match the query 

are retrieved. 

• The retrieved documents are not ranked. 

• Given a large set of documents, say, at web scale, the model either 

retrieves too many documents or very few documents. 

• The model does not use term weights. If a term occurs only once in a 

document or several times in a document, it is treated in same way. 

 
2.2.1.2 Vector Space Model 
The Vector Space model represents both a query and a document as a 

vector in a high-dimensional space where each dimension corresponds to a term. Some 

well-known of vector space model techniques in information retrieval are as follows: 
 
Term-Frequency and Inverse Document Frequency  
 

The term weights in the document and query vector representing the 

importance of the term for expressing the meaning of the document and query. There 

are two widely used factors in calculating term weights, namely, term frequency (tf) and 

inverse document frequency (idf). The term weights can be approximated by the 

product of the two factors. This is called the tf -idf measure. 

Let ti be the ith term of vector ,   be the vector representation of 

document/query d, then tfij denotes the term frequency, i.e., the number of occurrences 

of term ti in document dj, freqi,j  is the number occurrences of term i appeared in 

document j. N is the total number of documents and ni is the number of documents in 

which the term i occurs, idfi is the inverse document frequency:  
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i
i n

Nlogidf =       (2.2) 

 
Cosine Similarity 

Cosine similarity is a measure of similarity between two vectors which 

usually is a task of retrieving documents that match a query. Cosine Similarity is 

expressed by the formula: 

QD
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QDsimilarity
⋅
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(2.3) 

where  is a query vector and   is a document vector. Then the similarity can be 

computed as follows: 
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1),(   (2.4) 

The cosine similarity of two documents will range from 0 to 1. The cosine 

similarity can be seen as a method of normalizing document length during comparison. 

Generally, for text matching, the attribute vectors D and Q are usually the term 

frequency vectors of the documents. The advantages and disadvantages of this model 

are as follows [51]: 

Advantages 

• The model is a matching measurement basic method.  

• Cosine similarity measurement returns values in the range of 0 to 1.  

• Ranking of the retrieved results according to the cosine similarity 

score is possible. 

 
Disadvantages 

• Index terms are considered to be mutually independent. Thus, this 

model does not capture the semantics of the query or the document. 
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•  Vector Space model cannot denote the “clear logic view” like 

Boolean model [52]. 
 
The Nutch Ranking 

Nutch ranking is an open-source search engine platform based on 

Lucene java. Nutch is a fully edged web search engine that supports crawling, indexing, 

and ranking. It also has a link graph database and other document formats. The 

indexing and ranking components are based on apache Lucene. It is developed by 

Apache Software foundation [53].  

The ranking is done in two steps. An initial set of document is retrieved 

using Boolean model. Then it ranks the initial set using vector space model. The 

similarity of a query q  and a document d is given by: 

 

score( d,q ) = ))dfield.t(lengthNorm)dfield.t(boost)t(idf)dt(tf(
qt

∈×∈××∈∑
∈

2

           ×( )d,q(coord)q(queryNorm × )   
 

 (2.5) 

 

The sum term gives the numerator of cosine similarity if each term is 

assumed to occur once in the query. The normalization factor given in the denominator 

of cosine similarity is given by the terms like )q(queryNorm and

)dfield.t(lengthNorm ∈ . The terms in the above expression are explained below: 

idf(t) is inverse document frequency of term t. 

tf(t ∈ d) is term frequency of term t in document . 

boost (t.field ∈ d) is the importance of a term appeared in a document.  

lengthNorm(t.field∈ d)This factor is calculated using the following expression: 

 

()getBoost.f)field(lengthNorm()getBoost.doc)d,t(norm ∏××=  (2.6) 
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doc.getBoost() captures the importance of the document in the collection of 

documents. It is calculated using a Link Analysis algorithm named Online Page 

Importance Calculation (OPIC).  

lengthNorm(field) captures the normalization factor that depends on the length 

(number of index terms) of the document. 

f.getBoost() captures the importance of a particular field. The product term 

captures whether the term appears more in the important part of the document than in 

non-important part. 

queryNorm(q) is a normalizing factor used to make scores between queries 

comparable. This factor does not affect document ranking as it depends only on the 

query. 

coord(q,d) is a score factor based on the number of query terms which are found in the 

specified document. 

 
Advantages 

• The Nutch ranking is a very popular search engine library 

• Easy configuration for managing fields to be indexed. 

• Open source 
 
Disadvantages 

• No assured availability of training or other professional services to 

fulfill specific software needs or assist with building an application 
 
2.2.1.3 Probabilistic Model 
Probabilistic Model endeavors to capture the information retrieval 

problem within a probabilistic framework. This model assumes that this probability of 

relevance depends on the document representations and query. Probabilistic Model 

estimates the probability of document dj being relevant to a query q. In addition, a 

portion of all documents that is preferred by the user as the answer set of query q is 

assumed. Such an ideal answer set is called R and should maximize the overall 
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probability of relevance to user. The predictions in set R are relevant to the query, while 

documents not present in the set are non-relevant [54]. 

Formally, given the document vector  and query vector , the 

documents are ranked according to the probability of the document being relevant. 

Mathematically, the scoring function is given by: 

  
( )
( )qdRP
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),( =     (2.7) 

 

The ratio P (dj relevant-to q)/ P(dj non-relevant-to q) which computes the 

odds of the document dj being relevant to query q [50],[55].  

BM25 is based on the probabilistic retrieval framework, a method based 

on language modeling and divergence from randomness. This model is a ranking 

function used by search engines to rank matching documents according to their 

relevance to a given search query. 
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where the summation is now over all terms in the query. N is the total number of 

documents in the collection, R is the number of relevant documents for this query, ni  is 

the number of documents containing term i , ri is the number of relevant documents 

containing tern i. qfi is the frequency of term i in the query.k1, k2, and K are parameters 

whose values are set empirically. 
Advantages 

• Probabilistic model can be easily extended and embedded in more 

complicated models 
Disadvantages 

• Not a well-defined generative model 

• Many free parameters  

• likely to over-fitting  
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2.2.2 Top-K Rank Retrieval 
Top-K rank retrieval is the process of retrieving the K documents that 

match a given query the most. For each query term, a list of all the documents that 

contain the term is present. This list is in descending order according to the weight of 

the term in the document. The weight could again be based on either tf-idf or Nutch 

ranking or any other weighting schemes [56].  

 
2.2.3 Evaluation of Search Results 
 Evaluation of search results is the major assessment step in building 

better search engine. Most measures assume binary relevancy, i.e., the document is 

either relevant or completely irrelevant. These measures include precision and recall. In 

a real system, recall value is hard to calculate. The method summarizes the ranking by 

averaging the precision values, a.k.a. Mean Average Precision (MAP), from the rank 

position where a relevant document was retrieved. Yet another measure called 

Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (DCG) [58] is a measure that gives more 

weight to highly ranked documents and allows users to consolidate different relevance 

levels. Details on each technique are described below. 

 
2.2.3.1 Precision and Recall 

 The basic measures that formally capture the attitudes of valuable query 

results are Precision and recall. 
 
Precision 
  Precision is defined as the proportion of retrieved documents that are 

relevant. Let R is the relevant set of documents for the query. A is the retrieved 

document. Then 

 

A
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Recall 
  Recall is defined as the proportion of relevant documents that are 

retrievled. [59].Then  

 

R
AR

callRe
∩

=
   

(2.10) 

  In general search engines, it is not clear how the list of ranking should be 

chosen. Therefore, Average Precision tries to address this problem by combining 

precision values at all possible recall level. 
 
Average Precision 
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where R is the number of relevant documents, k is the rank, and  P(k) is the precision at 

a given cut-off rank k. rel(k) is the relevance of a given rank k, N is the number of 

documents retrieved.  

 
Mean Average Precision (MAP) 
 Mean average precision is the mean of the average precision scores for 

each query. 

Q

qAveP
MAP

Q

q∑ == 1
)(    (2.12) 

where Q is the number of queries. 

The main advantage of these measures is that they are simple and 

commonly used. The main disadvantage of these measures is that they only take into 

account binary relevance ratings and are not able to cope with multi-graded relevance 

assignments. 
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2.2.3.2 Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain (NDCG) 
 The Normalized Discounted Cumulative Gain [58] is a measure that gives more 

weight to highly ranked documents and allows the incorporation of different relevance 

levels. NDCG rewards relevant documents appearing in the top ranked search results 

and punishes irrelevant document by reducing their contributions to NDCG. Let Mq  be a 

normalization constant, r(j) be an integer representing the relevancy given by the 

subject so that the perfect ordering would obtain NDCG of 1, and k be a truncation or 

threshold level. NDCG is defined as follows: 
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The advantage of NDCG is that it applies an information-theoretic model 

for considering multiple relevance levels. Unfortunately, the NDCG measure values 

depend on the number of reference relevance values of the dataset. Thus, NDCG values 

computed for different datasets cannot be directly be compared with one another. 

 
2.2.3.3 Significance Tests 

 Additional performance of different retrieval procedures must be 

evaluated because only the means of the assessment measures such as NDCG over the 

assessed queries are not sufficient. Particularly when the sample data are small, the 

differences between such means on their own might be misleading. In order to measure 

how statistically significance these differences are, significance tests such as ANOVA, 

One-way analysis of variance (one-way ANOVA), are called for to test equality of three 

or more means, for example, ANOVA is done with the Ho: μ1 = μ2 = μ3 = …..= μk. 

Significant value of F-test is compared with the F-statistic. If the               

F-value > α, where α =0.05, then it can be concluded that there is insufficient 

evidence to reject the null hypothesis at the give level of significance. But if the F-value  

≤ α, then it can be concluded that there is sufficient evidence to reject the null 
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hypothesis at the given level of significance. In other words, at least one of the 

population means (μi) is different from the rest [60]. 
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CHAPTER III 

PROPOSED FRAMEWORK 

   

This chapter contains two parts. The first part is about the framework of 

research methodology. The second part is the experimental setting to solve three 

problems and the corresponding hypothesis, experimental setting, and evaluation 

metrics. 
 
3.1. Research Methodology 
  The framework is divided into two parts, namely, bibliographic social 

bookmarking and bibliographic searching. 

 
3.1.1 Bibliographic Social Bookmarking 

A bibliographic social bookmarking system, such as CiteULike, provides 

users with new ways to share their research interests. All public systems can also be 

searched and filtered by tags. This kind of bibliographic social bookmarking allows 

users to create their own tags or keywords to attach to the posted papers. Users can 

automatically share all their public entries with others and comment on other papers 

afterwards. Moreover, user can also discover interesting papers posted by other users 

who share the same interests.  
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Figure3.1: Framework of community-based on bibliographic search engine. 

 
3.1.2 Bibliographic Searching 

This work concentrates on improving bibliographic searching described 

in nine parts below. 

3.1.2.1 Crawler: Crawler is a small computer program that browses 

directly to the academic paper sharing systems of the internet in a predetermined 

manner. The academic paper crawler is responsible for gathering research paper 

information such as tags used, paper title, etc. This useful information helps the system 

create index for each paper and determine a user's interests.  

3.1.2.2 Research Paper corpus: Paper corpus is a collection of 

academic papers extracted from the academic paper sharing system. A typical crawling 

process is created using java programming to collect data for the corpus. Each record 

in the paper corpus contains tag, title name, abstract, and link for viewing full text article, 
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posted time, book title within which the paper is published, paper priority, and posted 

date.  

3.1.2.3 Indexer: All Users in a social bibliographic bookmarking system 

can cite papers by posting the detail of each paper. Some details of user posts can 

represent papers such as tag, title, and abstract. This research tries to develop the 

potential indexer. Therefore, three indexes are created by using 1) only Tag (T), 2) Title 

with Abstract (TA), 3) Tag, Title, and Abstract (TTA). In the process to create the 

indices which are weights of TF-IDF, representing a statistical measure used to evaluate 

how important a word is to a document in a collection or corpus. The importance 

increases proportionally to the number of times a word appears in the document but is 

offset by the frequency of the word in the corpus. The experimental setting is described 

in Section 3.2. 

3.1.2.4 Search Function: This involves finding the cosine of the angle 

between two vectors. This measurement is often used to compare documents in text 

mining. Details of its use in ranking will discuss in the next step. 

3.1.2.5 Similarity Ranking: a cosine similarity measurement is used to 

retrieve and rank search results by comparing the academic paper index with a query. 

This similarity score is a combination between Boolean model (BM) and Vector Space 

Model (VSM) of information retrieval. The similarity score of query q for document d is 

defined in Equation (2.5).  

3.1.2.6 User preference crawler and user preference data: This crawler 

is responsible for crawling user preference data which detail the academic papers 

posted by individual user, including a set of personally defined data such as tags, title, 

abstract, paper posted time, year of publication, priority of paper, and number of groups 

contained the posted paper.  

3.1.2.7 A Profiler: User profiling is used to model a user’s features or 

preferences. A profiler is a mechanism that exploits the usage of user self-defined tags, 

title, and abstract from all posted papers of a user in order to create a user profile. 

Approaches for profiling users with term vectors are used in the proposed system to 
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create a user profile tagging behavior correctly and accurately [61]. The proposed 

approach employs the following definitions: 

U : Set of users. U= {u1, u2…,un}, containing all users in the system. 

D : Set of research papers. D= {d1, d2…,dm}, containing all documents in the    

document collection.  

S : Set of search results. S= {s1, s2…,sc}, containing documents that are retrieved 

in the document collection. 

UTij : Set of user profile terms. UTij= {uti1, uti2…,utie}, including all terms of user self-

defined tags that have been used by the users u i , where i=1,2,…,n. 

STxj  : Set of terms assigned with search result (S) of each research paper. STxj = 

{stx1, stx2…,stxe}, including all terms that have been used by result sx , where 
x=1,2,…,c. 

Each profile specifies user ui using the term utij for document dk. The user profile is 

defined below. 
 
Definition [User Profile]: For a user ui, i=1,.., n, let UPi be the relationship between ui 

and item set, UPi =  {< ui ,utij >| utij ∈UTij, ui ∈U, and is specified user ui using the 

term utij for document dk }. 

 

Two common user profiler types are user profiler based on tag and user profiler 

based on tag, title, and abstract. The experiment setting is described in Section 3.2.4.  

 

3.1.2.8 User profile: A profile refers to the explicit digital representation 

of a person's identity. A prototype of the system and preliminary results are presented. 

Therefore, a user profile can be considered as the computer representation of a user 

model that is delivering personalized information. 
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3.1.2.9 Personalized Re-ranking and Combination of Personalized Re-
ranking with Static Ranking 

The process consists of personalized re-ranking and the combination of 

personalized re-ranking with static ranking.  

3.1.2.9.1 Personalized Re-ranking: A personalized Re-ranking is 

a measurement of similarity of user terms profile and terms of document retrieval from 

search query. This is also known as “PersonalizeRank.” The frequency of each term is 

used in the calculation. The ranking of search results are rearranged from the highest 

similarity score to the lowest similarity score using cosine similarity defined in Equation 

(2.3) as follows: 

stut
stutstutSimzeRankPersonsali •

== ),(    (3.1) 

  
3.1.2.9.2 Combination of Personalized Re-ranking with Static 

ranking: This step concentrates on static ranking which is the important information 

posted by the users. These factors are combined with PersonalizeRank to adjust 

ranking. Furthermore, weighting score are included in this step. Experimental setting is 

described in Section 3.2.4.2. 

 
3.1.2.10 Sample Searching 

To test the efficiently of personalized re-ranking, search results from a 

popular bibliographic social bookmarking such as CiteULike is evaluated. However, to 

prevent bias from users, an evaluation interface of search engine is developed. Subjects 

submit queries through this interface. Search results are then displayed by title, 

abstract, and the full text. 
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3.2 Design of Experimental Settings for the Research Problem  
    As mention in Chapter 1, three experiments are designed to solve the 

three main problems of this research. The goal of the experiment is to validate the 

proposed methodology through the search results in bibliographic social searching by 

using personalized re-ranking technique. A governing metric is used to gauge the 

experimental outcomes. 

3.2.1 Evaluation Metrics  
The NDCG measurement as defined in Equation (2.13) is used to 

evaluate the performance of each search engine in the experiment.  

 

3.2.2 Experiment 1: The Potential Indexing 
  Experiment 1 will solve Problem 1 by investigating social tagging to 

improve bibliographic indexing. The premise is that in bibliographic social bookmarking, 

only social tagging may not be enough to represent the academic papers of user 

interests. Expanding the information of each academic paper by adding title and 

abstract to create indexing might help improve the system. An indexing method using 

tagging information together with title and abstract of the paper (TTA) is established. 

Two indexing approaches were compared: tagging information only indexing method 

(T) and title with abstract indexing method (TA) to evaluate the proposed indexing 

method.  

  Figure 3.2 shows a Framework of Experiment 1. Three different heuristic 

indexers were developed in this experiment and evaluation process was described in 

Section 3.2.2.2. 
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Figure 3.2: Framework of Experiment 1. 

Equation (3.2), (3.3), and (3.4) present a modified Term 

Frequency/Inverse Document Frequency (tf/idf) formula for the different indexers, where 
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T is a set of “Tag only”, TA is a set of “Title with Abstract”, and TTA is a set of “Tag, Title 

with Abstract.” 

Let |T| be the total number of “Tag Only” documents in the corpus, Tti ∈  

be the number of documents where the term ti appears in tag corpus (that is 0≠ijn ), 

|TA| be the total number of “Title and Abstract” documents in the corpus, TAti ∈  be the 

number of documents where the term ti appears in title with abstract corpus, |TTA| be 

the total number of “Tag, Title with Abstract” documents in the corpus TTA, TTAti ∈   be 

number of documents where the term ti appears in tag, title, and abstract corpus, and 

ni,j be the number of occurrences of the considered term ti in document dj. If the term is 

not in the corpus, this will lead to a division-by-zero.   
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3.2.2.1 Hypothesis of Experiment 1 

1) The null hypothesis: 

H0:  There is no statistical difference among the means of NDCG at K=1-5 of the 

three indexing, TTA, TA, and T. 

  (μTTAindex= μTAindex = μTindex) 

2) The alternate hypothesis: 

H1: Not all approaches are equal  

(μTTAindex ≠ μTAindex ≠ μTindex) 
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3.2.2.2 Experimental Setting 

  Search engines based on three indexers were developed. Equation (3.2) 

was applied to the first search engine to create the index. Equation (3.3) was applied to 

the second search engine based on TA indexer, and Equation (3.4) was applied to the 

last search engine based on TTA indexer. An accompanying interface web page was 

also developed for the experiment. Fifteen subjects were recruited and each subject 

performed 3 queries with 3 search engines. The subject specified their search criteria to 

investigate the results from each search engine deployed. The results could be viewed 

by title, abstract, and full text, where the numbers of the results displayed per page were 

defined.  

  Each subject was instructed to find research papers of their interest and 

each query contained only one keyword. They formulated their own queries to look for 

the designated or related research papers. The same queries were subsequently used 

for each search engine. Then, they were asked to rate the relevancy of the search result 

set using Likert five-point scale:  

   Score 0 is not relevant at all. 

  Score 1 is probably not relevant.  

  Score 2 is less relevant. 

  Score 3 is probably relevant. 

  Score 4 is extremely relevant. 

The top 20 search results of each search engine were displayed for 

relevancy assessment. Since the subjects in this experiment were considered experts in 

the field, their relevancy ratings were treated to be trust-worthy and perfect. 

The relevancy ratings of each resource in the result set were recorded 

and used to rank the result set which in turn were used as the normalization constants 

for NDCG computation using K=1-5. One-way ANOVA was applied to measure the 

mean difference of NDCG scores at K= 1-5 from the three indexing. If the results from 

the F-value indicated a significant difference at the 0.05 level, the null hypothesis would 

be rejected.  In addition, Levene's test was used to assess the equality of variances in 
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the samples. If the significance value was greater than 0.05, this meant that the variance 

was equal. Results from ANOVA showed that there were significant differences among 

the groups as a whole. The subtle differences among the groups were further amplified 

by multiple comparisons. Moreover, the Tukey post-hoc and LSD tests were employed 

to test the equality of variances. The Dunnett T3 was used to test whether there would 

be any differences in the variances. 

 
3.2.3 Experiment 2: Static Ranking and Combined Similarity Ranking with Static 

Ranking 
  Experiment 2 will solve Problem 2 by combining similarity ranking of 

search results obtained from search engines using TTA indexer with static ranking, such 

as year of publication, priority of paper, paper posted time, and number of groups that 

contained the posted paper. The score values of the combined two methods are 

adjusted to fit in the range of 0 to 1.  

  Figure 3.3 shows a framework of Experiment 2. The process is divided 

into three parts: the first part describes the detail of each property factor, the second 

part describes how to calculate StaticRank, and the last part describes how to combine 

a similarity ranking with static ranking [62],[63]. The detail of user evaluation is 

described in Section 3.2.3.6. 
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Figure 3.3: Framework of Experiment 2. 
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3.2.3.1 The Static Ranking Factors  
As mentioned earlier, the four principal factors for creating the ranking 

are 1) year of publication (Y), 2) posted time (C), 3) priority rating (P), and 4) number of 

groups that contained in the posted paper (G). Details are described below. 

 
1) Year of publication (Y) 
This factor represents current interests of the users, where 

correctness is utmost important and ranked the highest. Let n denote the recentness of 

the posted year, where ni∈N, CY be the current year, Y define the score for the 

publication year, and LYx be the recentness of publication, where x={1,2,3,4,5,6}. The 

score of the year recentness is calculated before calculating the year of publication as 

follows: 
 
 

      Y=max ( )    (3.5) 

 

where,    

5 ; if : 2; range level is          
4 ; if : 1 2; range level is  1   
3 ; if : 1 2; range level is  1     
2; ; if   : 1 2; range level is  1         
1; ; if : 1 2; range level is  1         
0; ; if : 1; range level is less than   

 

 

  
2) Paper posted time (C) 
Paper posted time information for each paper is composed of 

posted date and posted time, e.g. “2010-03-15 17:02:45.” Firstly, the paper posted time 

is sorted based on this information. Then, the posted time score (C) is calculated by the 

formula in Equation (3.6) Cr denotes the score of the current time rank. 

 

 Cr=Cr-1-0.05    (3.6) 

where r =0, 1, 2, …, 19. The initial value is C0=1. 
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3)  Priority of paper (P) 
In research paper sharing system, the users can rate the 

importance of their posted papers. This factor represents user’s judgement which 

reflects the level of user interest in the paper. The priority rank score (P) will be 

calculated by Equation (3.7). Let m be number of priority scale with each paper, where 

mi∈M.  

 

      P=max ( )
    (3.7) 

 

where M = 

5; if priority is Top priority  
4; if priority is what I really want to read 
3; if priority is what  I will read it  
2; if priority is what I might read it  
1; if priority is what I don't really want to read it
0; if priority is what I have already read it 

 

 
4) Number of groups contained in the posted paper (G) 
This factor represents the number of groups that cites the paper. 

The number of groups in the paper may be a good indicator to suggest that the paper is 

popular and interesting. This number of group can be calculated by Equation (3.8). Let 

G be the score of the number of groups, mgi is number of group, where mgi ∈MG,      

|g| be the number of groups that appear the same papers, and max( ) =5.  

 

     G=max ( )
    (3.8) 

 

where MG =
5; if |g|≥max mg
0; if |g|=0
|g|; otherwise

 

 
3.2.3.2 StaticRank  

The static score is a summation of the four factor scores. The 

value of static score is defined in the range 0-1. Let w be the weighted static score,  i be 
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the ranking number, where {i =1, 2, 3,…, n}. Equation (3.9) shows an example of static 

rank formula: 

    StaticRanki=ω1Yi+ω2Ci+ω3Pi+ω4Gi  (3.9) 
where   ∑ ωj=14

j=1  

 
3.2.3.3 Combining Similarity Ranking with Static Ranking 

 

Equation (3.11) shows CiteRank score using both similarity and static rank 

[35]. In addition, the weight is applied to each type of rank to find the optimal ranking.  

 

  CiteRank=(SimRank×ωc )+ StaticRank×(1-ωc )    (3.10) 

 

Let ωc be combined weighting score where ω   0.9, 0.8, and 0.5}. The 

value of 0.9 means that the combination of similarity and static rank ratio is 90:10, 

whereas the weight 0.80 represents a 80:20 ratio. Equation (3.11) shows an example of 

weight ratio 80:20 (ω   0.8). 

 

  CiteRank=(SimRank×0.8)+ StaticRank×(1-0.8)   (3.11) 

 

Weighting complements between similarity and static ranking, whichever is more 

relevant. Some analysis inferences will be is described in Section 4.3. 
 

3.2.3.4 Combining Similarity Ranking with Year of Publication 
Studies on combining similarity ranking with year of publication 

(CSYRank) are attributive to improving search results. The scores on year of publication 

factor are combined following recent years. Such a paradigm advocates new papers 

from recent years to get the highest score. Equation (3.12) shows the CSYRank scores 

using both similarity ranking (SimRank) and year publication (YearRank) scores. In 

addition, certain weights are applied for each type of rank to find the optimal ranking. 

Let ωc be combined weighting scores chosen for the performance evaluation, where      
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{ω   0.9, 0.8, and 0.5}. Any lower rankings whose ω <0.5 are unattractive to the users. 

Equation (3.13) shows an example of weighting ratio 90:10 ratios (ω   =0.9). The value 

of 0.9 means that the combination of similarity and year of publication ranking is 90:10. 

The description is described in Section 4.3. 

 

CSYRank=(SimRank×ωc )+ YearRank×(1-ωc )   (3.12) 

 

  CSYRank=(SimRank×0.9 )+ YearRank×(1-0.9 )   (3.13) 
  

  3.2.3.5 Hypothesis of Experiment 2 
 
1) The null hypothesis: 

H0:  There is no statistical difference among the means of NDCG at K=1- 20 of the 

ranking methods that are CiteRank (ωc), CSYRank(ωc), SimRank , StaticRank.  

(μCiteRank (ωc) =μCSYRank (ωc) = μ SimRank = μ StaticRank)  
2) The alternative hypothesis: 

H1: Not all approaches are equal  

(μCiteRank (ωc) ≠μCSYRank (ωc) ≠  μ SimRank ≠  μ StaticRank)  

 

3.2.3.6 Experimental setting 

A total of 15 lecturers and Ph.D. students from Chulalongkorn University, 

Suansunadha Rajabhat University, and Nakhon Pathom Rajabhat University were 

recruited to be subjects in the experiments. Each subject was assigned to find research 

papers using the designated search engines. Ninety queries were asked where each 

subject performed 6 queries on 4 search engines that were SimRank StaticRank, 

CiteRank(ω ), and CSYRank(ω ). The subject specified their search criteria to 

investigate the results from each search program deployed. The result could be viewed 

by title name, abstract, and hyperlink to full text, where the numbers of results displayed 

per page were pre-defined.  
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  Each subject was instructed to find research papers of their interest. 

They formulated their own queries to look for the designated or related research papers. 

The same queries were subsequently used for each search engine. Then, they were 

asked to rate the relevancy of the search result set using Likert five-point scale:  

   Score 0 is not relevant at all. 

  Score 1 is probably not relevant.  

  Score 2 is less relevant. 

  Score 3 is probably relevant. 

  Score 4 is extremely relevant. 

The top 20 search results of each search engine were displayed for 

relevancy assessment. Since the subjects in this experiment were considered experts in 

the field, their relevancy ratings were treated to be trust-worthy perfect. Subjects could 

see the title name to link to full paper download and titleID of the document. However, 

specific sources of results obtained from each search engine were hidden from the 

subjects. 

The relevancy ratings of each resource in the result set were recorded 

and used to rank the result set which in turn were used as the normalization constants 

for NDCG computation using K=1-20. One-way ANOVA was applied to measure the 

mean difference of NDCG scores at K= 1-20 from the four ranking methods. If the 

results from the F-value indicated a significant difference at the 0.05 level, the null 

hypothesis would be rejected. In addition, Levene's test was used to assess the equality 

of variances in the samples. If the significance value was greater than 0.05, this meant 

that the variance was equal. Result from ANOVA showed that there were significant 

differences among the groups as a whole. The subtle differences among the groups 

were further amplified by multiple comparisons. Moreover, the Tukey post-hoc and LSD 

tests were employed to test the equality of variances. The Dunnett T3 was used to test 

whether there would be any differences in the variances. 
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3.2.4 Experiment 3: User Profile and Personalized Re-ranking 
The experiment 3 will solve Problem 3 using a personalized re-ranking 

from the user profiles.  

Figure 3.4: Framework of Experiment 3. 

The profiles were built from a list of research papers posted on the 

bibliographic bookmarking system. Figure 3.4 shows a Framework of Experiment 3. This 
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experiment focuses on answering these two questions: 1) what is the technique for 

creating user profile in bibliographic searching? and 2) how can the query-independent 

ranking be combined with personalized re-ranking to improve search results?  

Discovering the answers for the questions could improve the capability of the search. 

 In the experiment, two profile techniques were developed. The 

combinations of each profiler with year of publication factor were built. The premise of 

this combination is that the factor from static ranking can improve user satisfaction. The 

process is divided into three parts: user profile, combining personalized re-ranking with 

property factors, and personalized re-ranking with combined ranking. The detail of user 

evaluation is described in Section 3.2.4.4. 

 
  3.2.4.1 User Profile 

To test the potential of user profile, two profilers were created: profiling 

based on user self-defined tags, and profiling based on user defined tags, title, and 

abstract. The profile requires the following supplementary definitions:  

Definition: [T User Profile]: For a user ui, i=1,.., n, let UPTi be the relationship 

represented by ui’s tag and item set, UPTi =  {< ui ,uttij >| uttij ∈ UTT, ui ∈ U, and is 

specified user ui using the term uttij for document dk }. 

Definition: [TTA User Profile]: For a user ui, i=1,.., n, let UPTTAi be the relationship 

represented by ui’s tag, title, and abstract and item set, UPTTAi =  {< ui ,uttaij >| uttaij 

∈ UTTA, ui ∈ U, and is specified user ui using the term uttaij for document dk }. 

Table 3.1 shows personalized re-ranking algorithm. The frequency of 

each term is calculated. Ranking of search results are ordered from the highest to the 

lowest similarity scores. The cosine similarity is used to compare user profile with 

document search results of the research papers as shown in Equation (3.14). The 

personalized re-ranking based on user self-defined tags profile or “PTRank” profile is 

shown in Equation (3.15). Similarly, personalized re-ranking based on user defined tags, 

title, and abstract, or “PTTARank”  profile is shown in Equation (3.16). 
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),( stutSimzeRankPersonsali =
stut
stut •

=
  

(3.14)
 

PTRank = Sim(utt,st)   
stutt
stutt •

=     (3.15) 

PTTARank = Sim(utta,st)  
stutta
stutta •

=     (3.16) 

Table 3.1. Personalized re-ranking algorithm 

Personalized re-ranking technique 
Input :user profile term (UTij) and set of term document search result (STxj) 

Output :all rank of the similarity score from UTij and STxj 

Step1: Create a three dimensional array matrix A . The size of matrix A is the number 

of term profile (UTij). 

Step2: Set the value of frequency term in matrix A. 

i. Get content term of UTij from user profile corpus and put it in matrix A[0][i]. 

ii. Get term frequency of UTij from user profile corpus and put it in matrix A[1][j]. 

iii. Get the content term of each STxj  such as STx1 

1. Check term matching of UTij and STxj 

2. If values match, put term frequency from STxj that match with UTij in matrix 

A[2][k] 

3. If no matching value, do the following steps: 

- Add the length of matrix A(length +1) 

- Put content terms that do not match in A[0][i+1] 

- Put a value “0” in A[1][j+1] if user profile does not have this term 

- Put term frequency that has a search result in A[2][k+1] 

iv. Repeat step 2.iii until exhausting all the terms from search result. 

Step3: Compute similarity score of each ranked document with the user profile. The 

similarity score and paper ID are kept in matrix B. 

Step4: Repeated step 2 , and step 3 until finishing all ranks. 

Step5: re-rank by rearranging similarity scores from matrix B and return the content to 

the user. 
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3.2.4.2 Combination of Personalized Re-ranking with Property Factors 

Combination of personalized re-ranking or CombinePRank score using 

both personalized re-ranking and static ranking factor is shown in Equation (3.17). The 

weight is applied for each rank of rank to find the optimal ranking. Let ω  be combined 

weighting score where {ωc = 0.5, 0.75, 0.8, 0.9}.  

))1(()( cc orStaticFactedRankPersonaliznkCombinePRa ωω −×+×= (3.17) 
   

  Two type of personalized re-ranking are developed, namely, 

personalization re-ranking based on tag profiles or PTRank and personalization           

re-ranking based on tag, title, and abstract profiles or PTTARank. Evaluation is to 

compare the performance of these two ranking methods with native bibliographic social 

bookmarking systems.  

 
3.2.4.3 Hypothesis of Experiment 3 

1) The null hypothesis: 

H0:  There is no statistical difference among the means of NDCG at K= 1-20 of the 

ranking methods, i.e.,  CombinePRank (ωc), CiteRank (ωc ), bibliographic social 

bookmarking.  

(μCombinePRank (ωc)= μ CiteRank (ωc ) = μ bibliographic social bookmarking)  

2) The alternative hypothesis: 

H1: Not all means are equal  

(μCombinePRank (ωc)≠ μ CiteRank (ωc ) ≠ μ bibliographic social bookmarking)  

 
3.2.4.4 Experiment setting 

  Seventy five queries were asked by twenty five subjects, who were 

lecturers and Ph.D. students from Chulalongkorn University, Suansunadha Rajabhat 

University, and Nakhon Pathom Rajabhat University. Each subject performed 5 queries 

on all search engines that were PTRank, PTTARank , PTYRank(ω ), PTTAYRank(ω ), 

CiteRank(ω ), and CiteULike. The queries were formulated according to their own 
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interest. The same queries were used for each search engine. They subsequently rated 

the relevancy of the search result set using Likert five-point scale:  

   Score 0 is not relevant at all. 

  Score 1 is probably not relevant.  

  Score 2 is less relevant. 

  Score 3 is probably relevant. 

  Score 4 is extremely relevant. 

The top 20 search results of each search engine were displayed for 

relevancy assessment. Since the subjects in this experiment were considered experts in 

the field, their relevancy ratings were treated to be trust-worthy and perfect. Subjects 

could see the titleID, title name, and link to download full paper. However, specific 

sources of results obtained from each search engine were hidden from the subjects. 

The relevancy ratings of each resource in the result set were collected 

and used to rank the result set which in turn were used as the normalization constants 

for NDCG computation using K=1-20. One-way ANOVA was applied to measure the 

mean difference of NDCG scores at K= 1-20 from the four ranking methods. If the 

results from the F-value indicated a significant difference at the 0.05 level, the null 

hypothesis would be rejected. In addition, Levene's test was used to assess the equality 

of variances in the samples. If the significance value was greater than 0.05, this meant 

that the variance was equal. Results from ANOVA showed that there were significant 

differences among the groups as a whole. The subtle differences among the groups 

were further amplified by multiple comparisons. Moreover, the Tukey post-hoc and LSD 

tests were employed to test the equality of variances. The Dunnett T3 was used to test 

whether there would be any differences in the variances. 
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CHAPTER  IV 

EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
  

This chapter describes the results and discusses of the experiments. 

First, the experimental data and the development of queries used in the experiments are 

described. Second, experimented methods are described. The chapter concludes with 

discussion of the research results.  

  

4.1 Data set of the experiment 
 The crawler collected data from CiteULike during March 2009 to February 2012. 

The collected documents consisted of 175,210 research papers and 5,026 user profiles. 

Each record of the paper corpus contained tag of each paper, title name, title ID, 

abstract, and link to view full text article, posted date, posted time, and paper priority. 

The detail of data set is shown in Table 4.1. 

Table 4.1: Detail of data set. 

data Record number 

tag 2,136,711 

research papers 175,210 

user profile 5,026 

 

4.2 Experiment 1: Research Paper Indexing 
 In this experiment, a search program was developed based on three heuristic 

indexers. Equation (3.2) was applied to the search program for creating the index. Then 

the search indexing using Equation (3.3) and (3.4) were created respectively. Figure 4.1 

shows the interface web page of the search program. User could specify their search 

criteria and investigated the results from each search request. Results such as title, 

abstract, and the full text could be viewed directly.  
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Figure 4.1: Research paper search engine web page. 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4.2 : Example of search results. 

4.2.1 Results of Indexing  
The top fifteen ranks of average NDCG scores are shown in Table 4.2. 

Table 4.2: The average NDCG scores of top 15 ranks. 

Rank 
no. 

Average of NDCG Score 
T TA TTA 

1 0.4476 0.6106 0.7187 

2 0.4733 0.6305 0.6748 

3 0.4909 0.6240 0.6515 

4 0.5171 0.6334 0.6329 

5 0.5282 0.6274 0.6344 
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Rank 
no. 

Average of NDCG Score 
T TA TTA 

6 0.5211 0.6225 0.6367 

7 0.5227 0.6218 0.6281 

8 0.5214 0.6197 0.6225 

9 0.5279 0.6189 0.6222 

10 0.5331 0.6149 0.6267 

11 0.5363 0.6075 0.6269 

12 0.5417 0.6092 0.6248 

13 0.5411 0.6076 0.6239 

14 0.5421 0.6131 0.6236 

15 0.5401 0.6128 0.6234 
 

Figure 4.3 shows the graph of NDCG average score on three different 

search indexes. The x-axis denotes the first 15 ranks of the search results, and  the       

y-axis represents the average NDCG score.   

  The graph shows that the TTA indexing method provides the best set of 

search results among the indexing methods. 

One-way ANOVA was applied on NDCG for the top 5 rank respectively to 

test whether there was any difference in the NDCG average value among the three 

different indexing methods. As shown in Table 4.3 to 4.5, the test shows that not all of 

the NDCG averages of the three indexing methods are equal at α=0.05 levels of 

significance. In other words, the difference in the set of search results returned from the 

three different indexing methods are statistically significant, i.e., all of them are not 

equal.  
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Figure 4.3 : Comparison of the average NDCG on the three indexing methods. 

 

Table 4.3: Test of homogeneity of variances for Experiment 1. 
NDCG 

Levene 
Statistic df1 df2 Sig. 

4.204 2 672 .015
 
 

Table 4.4: ANOVA for Experiment 1. 
NDCG  

  
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

Between Groups 3.635 2 1.818 15.533 .000
Within Groups 78.633 672 .117    
Total 82.269 674     

 
 

Table 4.5: Robust tests of equality of means for Experiment 1. 
NDCG  

  Statistic(a) df1 df2 Sig. 
Welch 16.201 2 447.516 .000 

a  Asymptotically F distributed. 
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Table 4.6: Results of multiple comparisons means for Experiment 1. 

 
Dunnett T3  

(I) TYPE (J) TYPE 

Mean 
Difference  

(I-J) Std. Error Sig. 

95% Confidence Interval 

Lower Bound Upper Bound 
Tindex TAIndex -.1337(*) .03257 .000 -.2117 -.0556

TTAIndex -.1709(*) .03146 .000 -.2463 -.0955
TAIndex Tindex .1337(*) .03257 .000 .0556 .2117
  TTAIndex -.0373 .03271 .586 -.1157 .0411
TTAIndex Tindex .1709(*) .03146 .000 .0955 .2463
  TAIndex .0373 .03271 .586 -.0411 .1157

 
*  The mean difference is significant at the .05 level. 
 

 
  The result from Test of Homogeneity of Variances is 0.015 which is less 

than 0.05. This emphasizes the alternate hypothesis. 

The differences among the three indexing methods were performed by 

multiple comparisons. Table 4.6 shows the results of the multiple comparisons of the 

three difference indexing methods. Although the previous results suggest that the TTA 

indexing yields a better set of search results compared with the other two methods, 

multiple comparisons demonstrate that there is no statistically difference between TTA 

indexing and TA indexing. However, the mean difference of TTA indexing was higher 

than that of TA indexing. Therefore, this can be concluded that TTA indexing is a 

potential indexing choice. 

4.3 Experiment 2: Static Ranking and Combination Ranking  
From Table 4.7, the NDCG average scores are in the range of 0.5305-

0.8671for SimRank, StaticRank, CiteRank (50:50), CiteRank (80:20).  

Figure 4.4 shows the NDCG average scores of six different rankings on 

SimRank and CiteRank with 5 different weights. The y-axis denotes the NDCG score 

and the x-axis represents the first 20 documents of the search results. 
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Table 4.7: The average of NDCG scores for the first 20 rank of five different rankings. 

Rank 
no. 

Average of NDCG Scores 
Sim 

Rank 
Static 
Rank 

CiteRank 
(50:50) 

CiteRank 
(80:20) 

CiteRank 
(90:10) 

1 0.7610 0.5305 0.6996 0.7733 0.7638 

2 0.7186 0.5402 0.6988 0.7342 0.7267 

3 0.7112 0.5508 0.6862 0.7229 0.7264 

4 0.7046 0.5579 0.6886 0.7244 0.7266 

5 0.7031 0.5741 0.6906 0.7205 0.7203 

6 0.7079 0.5900 0.6913 0.7163 0.7210 

7 0.7117 0.5975 0.6968 0.7288 0.7234 

8 0.7103 0.6020 0.7047 0.7273 0.7262 

9 0.7224 0.6210 0.7090 0.7335 0.7308 

10 0.7290 0.6360 0.7153 0.7411 0.7375 

11 0.7358 0.6487 0.7256 0.7491 0.7430 

12 0.7457 0.6635 0.7363 0.7646 0.7546 

13 0.7553 0.6778 0.7499 0.7819 0.7675 

14 0.7664 0.6923 0.7639 0.7946 0.7776 

15 0.7805 0.7091 0.7770 0.8105 0.7913 

16 0.7932 0.7295 0.7890 0.8192 0.8046 

17 0.8083 0.7466 0.8035 0.8353 0.8189 

18 0.8232 0.7614 0.8209 0.8491 0.8351 

19 0.8424 0.7806 0.8380 0.8644 0.8481 

20 0.8617 0.8053 0.8562 0.8854 0.8670 
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Figure 4.4 : Comparison of the NDCG average score on six ranking methods. 

 
Figure 4.5: Comparison of the NDCG average score on four ranking methods. 

 

Figure 4.5 shows the comparison of the NDCG average score of the four 

different rankings. It could be easily seen from the graph that CiteRank (80:20) had 

higher NDCG average scores than other ranking. Based on the combined similarity 

ranking with year of publication experiment, the average of the NDCG scores for 
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CSYRank with 3 different weight scores, namely, CSYRank(50:50), CSYRank(80:20), 

and CSYRank(90:10), are shown in Table 4.8. 

 

Table 4.8: The average of NDCG scores for the first 20 rank of three different 

rankings:CSYRank. 

Rank no. 
Average of NDCG Scores 

CSYRank 
 (50:50) 

CSYRank 
(80:20) 

CSYRank 
 (90:10) 

1 0.7208 0.7550 0.7646 

2 0.6897 0.7157 0.7372 

3 0.6728 0.7027 0.7301 

4 0.6580 0.7010 0.7188 

5 0.6565 0.7009 0.7160 

6 0.6648 0.7017 0.7227 

7 0.6691 0.7069 0.7189 

8 0.6739 0.7073 0.7245 

9 0.6867 0.7152 0.7320 

10 0.6994 0.7227 0.7359 

11 0.7100 0.7343 0.7421 

12 0.7183 0.7442 0.7534 

13 0.7311 0.7597 0.7653 

14 0.7458 0.7737 0.7767 

15 0.7626 0.7854 0.7919 

16 0.7796 0.7989 0.8040 

17 0.7982 0.8169 0.8159 

18 0.8159 0.8311 0.8324 

19 0.8343 0.8503 0.8472 

20 0.8530 0.8687 0.8677 
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Figure 4.6: Comparison of the NDCG average score of four ranking methods. 

 

Figure 4.6 shows the comparison of the NDCG average scores of the 

four different rankings.  The x-axis represents the first 20 ranks of the search results and 

the y-axis denotes the NDCG score.  The diamond symbol indicates SimRank, the 

triangle symbol indicates CiteRank (80:20), the cross symbol indicates 

CSYRank(90:10), and  the square symbol on the graph indicates StaticRank. It could 

be easily seen from the graph that CiteRank (80:20) had higher NDCG average scores 

than other rankings.  
 

Table 4.9: Test of homogeneity of variances for Experiment 2. 
NDCG  

Levene 
Statistic df1 df2 Sig. 

42.803 3 7211 .000 
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Table 4.10: ANOVA for Experiment 2. 
NDCG  

  
Sum of 

Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 
Between Groups 17.805 3 5.935 118.537 .000 

Within Groups 361.040 7211 .050     

Total 378.845 7214       

 

Table 4.11: Robust tests of equality of means for Experiment 2. 
 

NDCG  

  Statistic(a) df1 df2 Sig. 
Welch 102.733 3 3994.386 .000 

a  Asymptotically F distributed. 
 

Table 4.12: Results of multiple comparisons means for Experiment 2 
 
Dependent Variable: NDCG  
Dunnett T3  

(I) TYPE 
 

(J) TYPE 
 

Mean 
Difference 

(I-J) 
 

Std. Error 
 

Sig. 
 

95% Confidence Interval 

Lower 
Bound 

Upper 
Bound 

SimRank StaticRank .103880(*) .0077355 .000 .083518 .124242
  CiteRank 

(80:20) -.019203 .0073855 .055 -.038643 .000237

  CSY 
(90:10) -.010329 .0069295 .584 -.028569 .007910

StaticRank SimRank -.103880(*) .0077355 .000 -.124242 -.083518
  CiteRank 

(80:20) -.123083(*) .0079437 .000 -.143992 -.102173

  CSY 
(90:10) -.114209(*) .0075216 .000 -.134008 -.094410

CiteRank 
(80:20) 

SimRank .019203 .0073855 .055 -.000237 .038643

  StaticRank .123083(*) .0079437 .000 .102173 .143992
  CSY(90:10) .008873 .0071611 .767 -.009976 .027723
CSY(90:10) SimRank .010329 .0069295 .584 -.007910 .028569
  StaticRank .114209(*) .0075216 .000 .094410 .134008
  CiteRank 

(80:20) -.008873 .0071611 .767 -.027723 .009976

 
*  The mean difference is significant at the .05 level. 
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The result from Test of Homogeneity of Variances is 0.000 which is less 

than 0.05. This emphasizes the alternate hypothesis. 

One-way and Welch test were applied on NDCG for the top 20 ranks to 

test whether there was a difference among the NDCG means of the four different 

rankings. The evidence was found that the difference in the set of search results 

returned from four different ranking approaches were statistically significance. In other 

words, not all of the means of NDCG of the four ranking are equal at α=0.05 levels of 

significance. 

The multiple comparisons preformed to find the differences among four 

ranking methods. Table 4.12 shows the results of multiple comparisons of the four 

different rankings. The results from the multiple comparisons indicated that the set of 

mean difference search results provided by the CiteRank (80:20) combined weight 

ranking approach was statistically different from the set of search results provided by 

the StaticRank at K=1-20, and was statistically difference from the set of search results 

provided by the CSY(90:10) at K=1-20. Although the CiteRank (80:20) was no 

statistically difference from the set of search results provided by the SimRank method, 

the mean difference value of CiteRank (80:20) was higher than the mean difference 

value of SimRank and CSY (90:10). 

 
4.4 Experiment 3: User Profile Combining Personalized Re-ranking with Property Factor 

In experiment 3, two types of user profile were created and personalized 

re-ranking following in Equation 3.15, 3.16, and 3.17 were calculated. The results of the 

average NDCG score at the first 20 ranks of personalized re-ranking based on “tag only” 

profiles (PTRank) and combination of PTRank with YearRank are shown in Table 4.13. 

The six different ranking methods are 1) Personalized re-ranking of Tag User Profile or 

PTRank, 2)PTYRank(50:50), 3) PTYRank(75:25), 4) PTYRank(80:20), 5) PTYRank 

(85:15), and 6)  PTYRank (90:10). In addition, the personalized re-ranking based on 

“tag, title, and abstract” profiles (PTTARank) and combination of PTTARank with 

YearRank were shown in Table 4.14, based on the following six ranking methods:            
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1) Personalized re-ranking of the definition of TTA User Profile or PTTARank,               

2) PTTAYRank(50:50), 3) PTTAYRank(75:25), 4) PTTAYRank (80:20), 5) PTTAYRank 

(85:15), and 6)  PTTAYRank (90:10). 

 

Table 4.13 : The average of the NDCG scores for the first 20 rank of six different 

rankings: PTYRank. 

Rank 
no. 

Average of NDCG Scores 
PT 

Rank 
PTYRank 

(50:50) 
PTYRank 

(75:25) 
PTYRank 

(80:20) 
PTYRank 

(85:15) 
PTYRank 

(90:10) 
1 0.6426 0.6392 0.6935 0.7238 0.7110 0.6929 

2 0.6203 0.6251 0.6441 0.6644 0.6582 0.6475 

3 0.6047 0.6145 0.6249 0.6327 0.6432 0.6379 

4 0.5877 0.6045 0.6098 0.6317 0.6389 0.6252 

5 0.5919 0.5949 0.6111 0.6230 0.6349 0.6207 

6 0.5882 0.5869 0.6131 0.6119 0.6263 0.6176 

7 0.5826 0.5799 0.6024 0.6043 0.6121 0.6075 

8 0.5749 0.5747 0.5938 0.5990 0.6080 0.6024 

9 0.5743 0.5718 0.5908 0.5932 0.6026 0.5994 

10 0.5737 0.5711 0.5848 0.5892 0.5962 0.5952 

11 0.5767 0.5689 0.5873 0.5920 0.5931 0.5934 

12 0.5742 0.5670 0.5836 0.5871 0.5895 0.5885 

13 0.5716 0.5647 0.5792 0.5850 0.5846 0.5873 

14 0.5725 0.5626 0.5756 0.5846 0.5817 0.5864 

15 0.5715 0.5621 0.5727 0.5754 0.5764 0.5807 

16 0.5710 0.5617 0.5724 0.5749 0.5746 0.5790 

17 0.5687 0.5602 0.5716 0.5747 0.5734 0.5770 

18 0.5678 0.5623 0.5689 0.5727 0.5735 0.5770 

19 0.5683 0.5616 0.5679 0.5725 0.5720 0.5740 

20 0.5686 0.5626 0.5686 0.5733 0.5728 0.5747 
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Table 4.14 : The average of the NDCG scores for the first 20 rank of six different 

rankings: PTTAYRank. 

Rank 
no. 

Average of NDCG Scores 

PTTA 
Rank 

PTTAY 
Rank 

(50:50) 

PTTAY 
Rank 

(75:25) 

PTTAY 
Rank 

(80:20) 

PTTAY 
Rank 

(85:15) 

PTTAY 
Rank 

(90:10) 
1 0.6769 0.6224 0.6482 0.6910 0.6863 0.7339 

2 0.6546 0.6212 0.6396 0.6674 0.6512 0.6927 

3 0.6466 0.6081 0.6231 0.6402 0.6342 0.6653 

4 0.6323 0.5908 0.6077 0.6430 0.6273 0.6535 

5 0.6215 0.5848 0.6060 0.6331 0.6262 0.6503 

6 0.6101 0.5781 0.6070 0.6278 0.6162 0.6462 

7 0.6087 0.5722 0.6007 0.6228 0.6076 0.6409 

8 0.6043 0.5704 0.5947 0.6177 0.6040 0.6389 

9 0.5991 0.5708 0.5947 0.6148 0.6014 0.6387 

10 0.5962 0.5697 0.5877 0.6114 0.5973 0.6357 

11 0.5942 0.5711 0.5881 0.6116 0.5979 0.6340 

12 0.5926 0.5684 0.5872 0.6060 0.5946 0.6277 

13 0.5908 0.5673 0.5839 0.6020 0.5910 0.6262 

14 0.5884 0.5672 0.5818 0.6000 0.5876 0.6240 

15 0.5860 0.5686 0.5806 0.5994 0.5853 0.6211 

16 0.5868 0.5699 0.5808 0.5990 0.5843 0.6212 

17 0.5850 0.5698 0.5805 0.5978 0.5825 0.6208 

18 0.5847 0.5728 0.5792 0.5993 0.5844 0.6225 

19 0.5844 0.5727 0.5794 0.5995 0.5830 0.6208 

20 0.5841 0.5736 0.5801 0.6009 0.5840 0.6222 

 

The highest NDCG average score of each personalized re-ranking 

technique from Table 4.13 and Table 4.14 were selected and shown in Table 4.15. Four 

different ranking methods are 1) Combination ranking of similarity ranking with static 
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ranking (CiteRank) in 80:20 ,2) PTYRank (80:20) 3) PTTAYRank (90:10), and  4) 

CiteULike. 
 

Table 4.15 :  The average of the NDCG scores for the first 20 rank of four different 

rankings. 

Rank 
no. 

Average of NDCG Scores 
CiteRank 
(80:20) 

PTYRank 
(80:20) 

PTTAYRank 
(90:10) CiteULike 

1 0.7098 0.7238 0.7339 0.4284 
2 0.6914 0.6644 0.6927 0.4246 
3 0.6785 0.6327 0.6653 0.4099 
4 0.6674 0.6317 0.6535 0.4254 
5 0.6565 0.6230 0.6503 0.4271 
6 0.6420 0.6119 0.6462 0.4294 
7 0.6420 0.6043 0.6409 0.4332 
8 0.6316 0.5990 0.6389 0.4332 
9 0.6207 0.5932 0.6387 0.4358 

10 0.6169 0.5892 0.6357 0.4365 
11 0.6120 0.5920 0.6340 0.4371 
12 0.6137 0.5871 0.6277 0.4306 
13 0.6130 0.5850 0.6262 0.4302 
14 0.6072 0.5846 0.6240 0.4292 
15 0.6059 0.5754 0.6211 0.4284 
16 0.6023 0.5749 0.6212 0.4311 
17 0.5990 0.5747 0.6208 0.4296 
18 0.5954 0.5727 0.6225 0.4264 
19 0.5928 0.5725 0.6208 0.4249 
20 0.5936 0.5733 0.6222 0.4276 
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Figure 4.7: Comparison of the NDCG average score among three ranks method. 

The results of weighting score show that the combination of personalized re-

ranking and year of publication at 90:10 ratio or PTTAYRank(90:10) has higher score 

than PTYRank(80:20) and outperforms other ranking methods. Surprisingly, the NDCG 

score from CiteULike is the lowest. To test the difference of CiteRank(80:20), PTYRank 

(80:20), and PTTAYRank (90:10), the hypotheses are established as follows:  

 

H0: There is no statistical difference among the means of the NDCG at K=1-20 of the 

CiteRank (80:20), PTYRank (80:20), and PTTAYRank (90:10). 

(μCiteRank = μ PTYRank 80:20 = μ PTTAY 90:10) 

 H1: Not all means are equal  

(μCiteRank ≠μ PTYRank 80:20 ≠ μ PTTAY 90:10) 
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Table 4.16 :  Test of homogeneity of variances for Experiment 3. 
 

NDCG  

Levene 
Statistic df1 df2 Sig. 

.302 2 4197 .739

 

Table 4.17 :  ANOVA for Experiment 3. 
 

NDCG  

  
Sum of 
Squares df Mean Square F Sig. 

Between Groups .994 2 .497 7.489 .001
Within Groups 278.523 4197 .066    
Total 279.517 4199     

 

 

Table 4.18: Results of multiple comparisons means for Experiment 3. 
  
Dependent Variable: NDCG  

 Type 
  

(I) TYPE 
  

(J) TYPE 
  

Mean 
Difference 

(I-J) 
  

Std. Error 
  

Sig. 
  

95% Confidence 
Interval 

Lower 
Bound 

Upper 
Bound 

Tukey 
HSD 

PTYRank 
(80:20) 

PTTAYRank
(90:10) -.0365(*) .00974 .001 -.0593 -.0137

    CiteRank 
(80:20) -.0263(*) .00974 .019 -.0491 -.0035

  PTTAYRank
(90:10) 

PTYRank 
(80:20) .0365(*) .00974 .001 .0137 .0593

    CiteRank 
(80:20) .0102 .00974 .547 -.0126 .0330

  CiteRank 
(80:20) 

PTYRank 
(80:20) .0263(*) .00974 .019 .0035 .0491

    PTTAYRank
(90:10) -.0102 .00974 .547 -.0330 .0126

LSD PTYRank 
(80:20) 

PTTAYRank
(90:10) -.0365(*) .00974 .000 -.0556 -.0174

    CiteRank 
(80:20) -.0263(*) .00974 .007 -.0454 -.0072

  PTTAYRank
(90:10) 

PTYRank 
(80:20) .0365(*) .00974 .000 .0174 .0556

    CiteRank 
(80:20) .0102 .00974 .295 -.0089 .0293

  CiteRank 
(80:20) 

PTYRank 
(80:20) .0263(*) .00974 .007 .0072 .0454

    PTTAYRank
(90:10) -.0102 .00974 .295 -.0293 .0089

 
*  The mean difference is significant at the .05 level. 
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The results from Test of Homogeneity of Variances table show 

significance value equals 0.739 which is more than 0.05. Therefore, the two variances 

are significantly equal. 

The results of One-Way ANOVA show that the significance value is 

0.001. There is a significant difference between the two groups (the significance is less 

than 0.05). Therefore, the results demonstrate a significant difference between the three 

ranking methods. 

The experimental results describe some implications of the proposed 

personalized re-ranking method, PTTAYRank (90:10). The novel technique exploits 

social tagging for creating user profiles combined with static ranking: year of publication 

to retrieve more recent papers. The combination increases the efficiency of personalized 

re-ranking for academic bookmarking systems. The reasons are that the method utilizes 

the information of user’s behavior and the important factors of academic papers that 

affect user interest, hence yielding better search results. The experiment suggests that 

PTTAYRank (90:10) outperforms PTYRank (80:20) from mean difference value. Social 

tagging combined with title and abstract are suitable for creating user profile since the 

amount of data is not large. However, the content of the paper or TTA for this particular 

study is still important for large data such as indexer creation. Moreover, the chosen 

experimental profiles and factors can help the system adjust the ranking and improve 

search results of academic paper. The results are better than CiteULike because the 

existing web is filtering system based only on tags which might not obtain as recent 

papers as the proposed method.  

 

4.5 Discussion  
   The three problems to improve relevant search results of social 

bibliographic searching can be further discussed as follows: 
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   There are some indications that the result from the proposed heuristic 

indexing method TTA index is a good potential indexing owing to the use of “Tag, Title, 

and Abstract” as indexing method. In other words, the information from social tagging 

with title and abstract of each paper can represent the content of paper better than 

using tag alone. 

The results of the proposed combined ranking methods, i.e., CiteRank 

and CSYRank can improve bibliographic search engines. This might be because the 

method utilizes the information of user’s behavior. Especially CiteRank(80:20), a 

combination of the similarity ranking 80% and static ranking 20%, seemed to outperform 

other weight ratios. This was attributed to the fact that many researchers prefer to read 

more recent paper or just-posted paper. They also loved to read a classical paper, 

which was posted across different user groups or communities. The users could get a 

good paper from priority rating of the user posting. Moreover, CSYRank(90:10), the 

combination of the similarity ranking 90% and YearRank 10% gave a second of highest 

scores. This was resulted from year of publication that helped improve ranking of search 

results. At any rate, the content of the paper, or TTA is still important for create indexing 

creation.  

The experiment on user profile and personalized re-ranking experiment 

revealed that personalized re-ranking created from a profile by using TTA and year of 

publication at 90:10 ratio or PTTAYRank (90:10) returned the highest NDCG score than 

other rankings and CiteULike.  

The result of personalized re-ranking implied that the important part of 

searching on bibliographic social bookmarking for each user was TTA which served as 

the best indexing and user profiling. The proper weight score (ω) ranged from 0.5 to 0.9. 

This value was biased for similarity ranking because user relevance results were more 

important than static ranking. Therefore, the weighting score of PTTARank at 90% 

meant that matching between user profile terms and search result terms from user query 

could affect the matching of user interest. The small weighting score of year of 

publication or YearRank at 10% implied that factors from query-independent such as 
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year of publication could enhance personalized re-ranking. Therefore, both PTTARank 

and YearRank could improve the relevance of search result considerably.  
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CHAPTER V 

CONCLUSION AND FUTURE RESEARCH 
 

This research has examined how personalized re-ranking can be applied 

to the domain of bibliographic social bookmarking. More specifically, the task of item 

personalization was investigated based on the needs for research exploration. Some 

contributions and implications of this research are described, along with future work to 

be pursued. 

 
5.1 Contributions and Implications of this Research 

This research investigates the usefulness of different algorithms and 

information sources for personalized re-ranking of bibliographic social bookmarking 

systems. Three experiments were conducted. The results suggested that social tagging 

was suitable to create user profiles. The information from “Tag, Title, and Abstract” 

played an important rule to develop an indexer. Moreover, year of publication was found 

to enhance personalized re-ranking. Two type of personalized re-ranking were 

developed, namely, personalization re-ranking based on tag profiles or PTRank and 

personalization re-ranking based on tag, title, and abstract profiles or PTTARank. Futher 

investigation unveiled that combined personalized re-ranking methods led to efficient 

search results. The YearRank was combined with PTRank and PTTARank by weight 

score at 90:10 ratio yielding better performance than other rankings and tradition 

bibliographic social bookmarking systems. 

It is apparent that the three research questions are answered. First, TTA 

is the solution to creating indexing. Second, the social tagging with Title and Abstract 

works well to create indexing and user profile. Third, the weighted score of year of 

publication and heuristic personalized re-ranking can be combined in the query-

independent ranking to enhance search results. The experimental set up of this 

approach has been applied to academic search and social bookmarking systems. 
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Search results can be further enhanced by personalization competencies of the user 

profile which are used to set up indexers for creating personalized re-ranking. 

 
5.2 Future Research 

Researchers can apply personalized re-ranking technique that 

focuses on bibliographic social bookmarking by concentrating on other query 

independent factors such as user’s groups, types of research paper, and names of 

principal investigator or paper’s owner.  

Semantic web ought to be incorporated to find the meaning between 

query with index corpus search terms and user profile terms, as well as synonym 

and closely related terms. This process will improve search results that match with 

the meaning of user query rather than just straightforward keyword matching.   

Data mining technique can also be used to analyze the data set to 

enhance personalized re-ranking, especially explicit factors such as user profile and 

user’s groups. Various data mining techniques such as association rule can be 

applied to determine the relation of item set between user’s groups and rearrange 

ranking order.  
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 The appendix presents the list of database tables that are used in our 

experiment. 

Table A.1 Research 

Name Type Description 

titleID BigINT(20) Research paper number 

titleName VARCHAR(600) Title name 

userPost VARCHAR(100) Name of user post 

groupID VARCHAR(100) Group number 

URLtoPaper VARCHAR(100) URL of paper in CiteULike 

AUcount INT(45) Number of along with User 

AGcount INT(45) Number of along with Group 

 

Table A.2 Abstracttitle 

Name Type Description 

titleID BigINT(20) Research paper number 

abstractP VARCHAR(6000) abstract 

bookTitle VARCHAR(3000) Name of book or journal of paper 

sFullText VARCHAR(100) Group number 

postAt VARCHAR(100) Time of paper post 

StarNum INT(45) Priority of paper 

year INT(45) Year of paper 

 

Table A.3 Along group 

Name Type Description 

listID BigINT(20) auto 

groupID integer Group number 

alongPName VARCHAR(100) along with User Name 

titleID integer Research paper number 
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Table A.4 Author 

Name Type Description 

listID BigINT(20) auto 

titleID integer Research paper number 

Author VARCHAR(100) Author name 

 

Table A.5 Tag 

Name Type Description 

listID BigINT(20) Auto number 

titleID integer Research paper number 

CiteULikeTag VARCHAR(500) Tag of paper in CiteULike 

 

Table A.6 Alonggroup user 

Name Type Description 

groupID BigINT(20) Group number 

alongGName VARCHAR(100) along with group name 

titleID integer Research paper number 

alongGID integer along with group number 
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